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Business of Furniture and Workplaces magazine are
the go-to sources for keeping you informed about
everything that is happening in the industry. From
trends that affect your bottom line, to new products
that will help your customers work better, to stories that
will help you run a better, more informed company.
ROB KIRKBRIDE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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“The idea was
to keep things
restrained on
the inside so
(employees)
could focus on
the views of the
outside.”

12. WORKPLACE RESEARCH: KEANE:
‘YOU HAVE TO BE VULNERABLE TO
LEARN’

For a guy who can have any workstation in Steelcase’s
catalog, Keane has chosen this, a prototype his design
team is working on that may or may not ever be a real
product.

14. PARK PARTY: BRING THE OUTDOORS
IN

With summer in the air, we want to be outside as
much as possible. We smell the flowers, mow the
grass, we go barefoot and to the beach. But for those
living in urban areas, green space may be in short supply or far away. There are many benefits to parks and
greenery that go beyond looks and clean air.

16. CAPITAL ONE PROVES FINANCE
DOESN’T EQUAL FRUMPY

Imagine a workplace with height-adjustable desks,

the latest technology, a creativity workshop to tinker
with new ideas, freedom to work at a desk or a comfortable lounge seat overlooking the Chicago skyline
and Lake Michigan and a culture of collaboration. To
keep employees spread across the country connected,
Capital One built digital worm holes on each end of
the building — on the west side connecting employees
in Chicago to the San Francisco office and on the east
side connecting employees in Chicago to colleagues
in Washington, D.C.

28. PEARL PICKS OFFICE THAT REFLECTS
MODERN, FORWARD THINKING
ATTITUDE

The design was based on the Pearl Properties brand
image and design vocabulary. Because Pearl is one of
the premier real estate investment, development and
management firms in Philadelphia, DAS was tasked
with making sure the office design reflected a modern and forward-thinking sensibility without feeling
stuffy or formal.
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The design was
based on the
Pearl Properties
brand image
and design
vocabulary.

42. PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEMS LINKED
TO MULTITASKING: MOVING FROM
MULTI- TO MONO-TASKING FOR BETTER
RESULTS
There are some situations where multitasking works,
like doing the laundry and watching TV, driving the
kids home from school and thinking about what to
make for dinner, or exercising and listening to music.
And, there are some obvious situations where multitasking should not be implemented and could be
deadly, such as texting and driving.

46. NEOCON TRENDS WILL SHAPE
OFFICE OF THE FUTURE

NeoCon 2017 was more of a dog’s dinner than a show
that provided a clear design directive. From a trend
perspective, it was messy, disjointed and downright
delightful. Never has the industry gone in so many

different directions, and I would argue that is a very,
very good thing. It means designers have even more
choices and offices will begin to see that diversity of
thought found at NeoCon in their workplaces very
soon. A photo portfolio.

92. PRODUCT MATTER

This month we look at the Edge Desk, HOVR and the
Tagus Lap Chill Mat.

96. ENDMATTER

We all know wellness is becoming an increasingly
important topic, but few could drive this point home
to the contract interiors industry better than Arianna
Huffington. Well known as the founder of The Huffington Post, author of 15 books and self-proclaimed
sleep evangelist, she started her 2017 keynote with
this: “You thought you were doing furniture, but you
are actually doing much more than that.
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PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEMS LINKED TO MULTITASKING:

MOVING FROM MULTITO MONO-TASKING FOR
BETTER RESULTS
The more we multitask, the less we are able to accomplish, because we slowly lose our
ability to focus enough to learn, according to Cleveland Clinic research.
by Emily Clingman

M

ultitasking has been in the hot seat
lately. Mounting data is proving
juggling tasks in the office is fuddling the
brain and killing productivity.
The Cleveland Clinic reports neuroscientists are concerned about the human tendency to divide its attention, rather than focus because it is hampering our
ability to perform even simple tasks. This can have an
extremely negative impact on attentiveness, learning
and mindfulness. Studies have shown heavy media
multitaskers performed worse on tests of task-switching
ability, possibly due to greater difficulties filtering out irrelevant information.
The more we multitask, the less we are able to accomplish, because we slowly lose our ability to focus enough
to learn, according to Cleveland Clinic research. Attention is essential to learning and productivity. Those who
are mindful pay attention on purpose. This is perhaps
the most advanced form of attentiveness, and it can result in decision-making made in a stress-free and less
reactive environment.
Dr. Adam Gazzaley, University of California San Francisco professor in neurology, physiology and psychiatry,
author of “The Distracted Mind” and founder and executive director of Neuroscape, has been researching how
multitasking affects the brain and its impact on workplace output. Gazzaley has found multitasking does
not improve productivity. In fact, only 2 percent of the
general population can handle juggling multiple inputs
exceptionally well, slaying their goals “like a hot knife
through butter,” according to Gazzaley. The rest of us are
really just switching from task to task.
“Multitasking is where you think you can do more
than one thing at a time,” Gazzaley says.
At the Nineteenth UCI Distinguished Lecture Series on
Brain, Learning and Memory, Gazzaley talked in-depth

about the brain’s capacity and how multitasking drains
its potential.
There are some situations where multitasking works,
like doing the laundry and watching TV, driving the kids
home from school and thinking about what to make for
dinner, or exercising and listening to music. And, there
are some obvious situations where multitasking should
not be implemented and could be deadly, such as texting and driving. But, when it comes to the workplace, it
can be a confusing multitasking circus. Research shows
that in the workplace, people work on a project for 1112 minutes before switching to a new task. On top of
that, each project is interrupted every three minutes by
an office event, a phone call or email. And, it often can
take up to 20 minutes to get back on track after an interruption.
‘Our world is incredibly fragmented,” Gazzaley says.
“There are reports of billions of dollars in lost productivity each year.”
Employers believe multitasking improves productivity, but science shows that it indeed does not.
The brain is the most complicated structure in the
universe. It processes information within a tenth of a
second (most computer programs aren’t that fast) and
holds 50,000 times the text stored in the Library of Congress, but it still has limitations, according to Gazzaley.
Our attention, for instance, is like a spotlight. Gazzaley
refers to this as selective attention. We can’t distribute
our attention like a net, giving everything the same
amount of attention at the same time. Speed is another
factor. The brain can process information at the millisecond level, but information has to travel through several
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networks first, which can result in a buildup of processing lags.
“Some things may only take half a second to process,
but when you’re doing things fluidly, that could be a
long time,” Gazzaley says.
The brain’s working memory, also referred to as online memory, is limited to how much information it can
store, and it changes depending on the complexity of
the information. For example, most people can only
remember sequences of seven digits, six letters, five
words and three or four objects.
Have you ever stood up from the couch to get a snack
from the kitchen and found yourself a minute later
standing in front of an open fridge, wondering what
the heck you’re doing there? Some call this a “senior moment.” Forgetful incidents are not because of memory
loss necessarily, but memory interference, according to
Gazzaley. All it takes is stubbing your toe on a table leg,
your eye catching a piece of mail on the counter or a
bird chirping outside the kitchen window to throw off
the snack mission.
At work, the possibilities for distraction are never-ending.
The brain’s attention, speed and memory limitations

create a “sensitivity to interference,” Gazzaley says —
internally and externally. From mind wandering and
thought diversion to environmental distractions and
interruptions, interference impacts productivity. The
wasted time resulting in profit loss runs hand in hand
with the health risks of multitasking. As the workplace
morphs into a technology hub where everyone is expected to be available and connected nearly all day,
every day, and the expectation to multitask is present,
mental health takes a dive. From fatigue to OCD, PTSD,
depression or anxiety, working in multitasking overdrive
doesn’t make sense. Nobody really wins in this scenario.
Yet, according to Gazzaley, 95 percent of people multitask at some point during the day. Other research shows
about a third of the day is taken up by more than one
task. School-aged children are multitasking as many as
nine mental activities at times.
Why do we multitask? Gazzaley says there are several
reasons: switching tasks provides a fresh perspective,
multitasking can sometimes increase productivity (typically at the cost of quality, though), multitasking may
spark some creativity, FOMO: the fear of missing out
(the constant need to check social media, multitasking
is perceived as more fun.
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Gazzaley says it takes time to understand sustained Always an exception
activity can be fun and rewarding — kind of like runOn the other hand, sometimes distraction can work
ning; it hurts at first, but continuous practice develops a in one’s favor, according to Australian medical doctor
rhythm and momentum.
Dr. Jenny Brockis, who focuses on brain health and human behavior. If you aren’t enthusiastic about working
on your business taxes, start on a low value task such as
“Do one thing at a time,
entering all your tax receipts for your last business trip.
“Ticking off that initial small task rewards the brain and
give it your full and
starts the motivation to get you going,” she says on
undivided attention, and do kick
her blog at www.drjennybrockis.com.
it well.”
Brockis also teaches distraction can play a positive role
by treating tasks as a game, putting in place a series of
rewards for participating and persevering.
What about that 2 percent who are multitasking nin“Setting yourself a series of smaller tasks breaks down
jas? Can we train ourselves to do the same? No, Gazzal- the enormity of a big challenge and the tedium of borey says. They are an extreme outlier and have differently ing work,” she says.
In her book “Future Brain: The 12 Keys to Create Your
wired brains. But, he does offer some tips to improve
High-performance
Brain,” Brockis explains the brain will
cognitive control.
• Establish rules: Multitasking isn’t always bad. But if you allocate incoming items to each hemisphere, alternating attention between them very quickly, giving us the
are working in a high-demand, deadline-driven enviillusion we are multitasking, when we are just giving
ronment, you’re going to do a better job if you do one
half our attention to each task, reducing productivity by
thing at a time.
40 percent. Brockis’ strategy for focus includes manag• Stop interruptions: Close your office door, close email, ing distractions though practice. The brain can be exturn off the phone — whatever it takes to stay focused ercised.
until the task is done.
“Do one thing at a time, give it your full and undivided
• Change your brain: There are ways to give your brain- attention, and do it well,” she says.
Brockis also suggests other tactics like creating an enpower a boost, including daily physical exercise, eduvironment
that best suits your attention-on brain, prication, meditation, cognitive training, nutrition and
playing video games. Action games actually geneti- oritizing the next day’s tasks and allocating 70 to 80 per
cent of the workday to your top three priorities, physical
cally modify the brain to process with more strength.
movement throughout the day, unplug regularly and
• Devora Zack, author of the book “Singletasking: Get take real vacations, completely away from work. She
More Done - One Thing at a Time” offers three tips for says not to schedule any meetings during your best
breaking out of multitasking mode.
thinking time, which for many, is within the first four
• Control your mind: Be clear and focused on what’s in hours of waking.
Most importantly, Brockis advises, do not multitask.
front of you. Be in the present. Avoid zoning out.
• Control your environment: Make it conducive to doing Aim your sight right
one task at a time. Turn off audio and visual notification
Psychologist and author JoAnn Deak (www.deakpings.
group.com) refers to multitasking as a “behavior,” not a
• Control people around you: Change the expectation brain function, that results in lost time and increased
that you are all things to all people. Handle interactions mistakes, singular focus deterioration and increased
one person at a time and whenever possible, within need for multi-stimulation. Eventually, Deak says, “the
shotgun brain has difficulty being a good rifle.” WPM
the parameters of your own schedule or task list.
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